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ImTOO iPhone Video Converter is the best iPhone movie converter software to convert all
video files like AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX, MKV, H.264, AVCHD, MOV, MP4, RM, RMVB, and
VOB to iPhone movies for video iPod and iPhone mobile perfectly. The video converter for
iPhone helps you convert video for iPhone, e.g. AVI to iPhone, and put movies on iPhone
easily.

ImTOO iPhone Video Converter is specially designed for iPhone fans which can
convert video files such as AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX, MP4, MOV, RM, RMVB, ASF
and 3GP  to iPhone movies and iPhone MP4/MPEG-4, and is particularly suited to
convert the latest video formats, e.g. MKV, H.264, AVCHD.
As an iPhone music converter, ImTOO iPhone Video Converter can convert to iPhone
music MP3, WAV, and AAC from popular music files like MP3, MP2, WMA, RA, AC3,
OGG, APE and CDA, as well as extract audios from movies or music videos and
convert to iPhone music MP3, WAV, and AAC.
ImTOO iPhone Video Converter supports TV output with 480p and wide screen.

Main Functions

Convert video to iPhone movie

   Convert various videos like AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX, MP4, 3GP to iPhone MP4/MPEG-4
videos, e.g. MKV to iPhone.

iPhone music converter

   Convert music files like MP3, MP2, WMA, RA, AC3, OGG, APE, and CDA to iPhone music
MP3, WAV, AAC, AIFF.

Audio extractor, picture converter from video

   Extract audio from video; convert pictures in JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP to iPhone video for
smooth watching on iPhone.

Support for multi-core CPU

   Automatically detect CPU. Full support for multi-core CPU makes the conversion speed
faster than before.

Key Features
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Multithreading and batch conversion mean that you can convert multiple files at the
same time.
Let you adjust parameters including bit rate, frame rate, sample rate, channel, codec,
and aspect ratio.
Able to split one file into several and convert any segment of one file with its start time
and duration specified.
Allow you to add multiple files in the same or different formats to be converted for one
source.
Bitrate Calculator helps you get the output file size instantly.
Capture and save your favorite movie images as JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP when
previewing movies with the player.
Provides after-done actions (shutdown, exit, hibernate, standby) to free you from
having to wait.
Supports running in the background and save individual profiles after the parameters
have been customized.

System  Requirements

OS :     Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7 Ready
Processor :     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :     256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card :     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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